This paper evaluates the attainability of potential lunar missions by small organisations, such as universities and research institutes. To this end, we set a target amount of power to be placed in an unspecified lunar orbit and then examine the key drivers of such a mission; namely, the orbital transfer possibilities, the propulsion and the communications challenges. The paper evaluates a number of potentially feasible scientific mission goals and then in the context of the power constraints, examines the current and near-term technical state-of-the-art in the propulsion and communications fields. It is concluded that a meaningful lunar mission is currently feasible with a microsatellite, financial budget permitting, but it is recommended to invest the next five or so years bringing the currently evolving propulsion and communications technologies to sufficient maturity that a similar mission might be implemented at lower cost with a nanosatellite on the order of the 3 to 6U scale.
Introduction
The cube satellite concept is a great enabler for space technology development. As small satellites play an increasingly important role in space activity, it is important to assess how small organisations can take maximum benefit from these systems and contribute meaningfully to space exploration. There are many disparate and uncoordinated activities in this arena; in this paper we aim to establish the current state-of-the-art in micro/nano satellite subsystems and components, what capability gaps currently exist in each of these areas, and which of these gaps are expected to close within the next 3-5 years. We examine this in the context of the attainability of undertaking a lunar mission. In the current fiscal environment of constant or shrinking planetary science budgets, any technology developments that can improve the capability of small satellites arena are welcome.
A university level microsatellite mission could be expected to have three broad mission objectives:
• To provide an affordable platform to conduct capability demonstrations of hardware and subsystems for such missions, to enable them to move from Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 6 to 7.
• To enable undergraduate and postgraduate students to gain significant and relevant experience in designing and operating a space mission.
• To demonstrate the ability of smaller institutions to participate actively in space exploration and to provide a positive contribution to the international space community.
In order to bound the scope of this paper, the mass of the microsatellite is set at a maximum of 50 kg, thus allowing for designs beyond those of the CubeSat architecture. Furthermore, the payload is initially defined simply as a 5W and a 10 W load, providing a wide-ranging baseline from which to analyse different mission objectives.
This baseline is within the expected attainability of well-funded universities, consortia of universities or other small research organisations. For those that are less well-funded, the baseline still represents an attainable goal for organisations that wish to collaborate.
From the outset, it is important to acknowledge that a university mission will have limited capability and that there have been many missions to the Moon with powerful and highly capable spacecraft.
Payload and Subject
Appropriate subject/mission objective selection will allow identification of payloads compatible with the spacecraft resources just outlined. Table 1 lists a number of potential areas of current interest to the lunar science community.
Each of these candidates has different implications on the spacecraft design and choice of platform (CubeSat/ microsatellite). Some are likely not possible within the constraints as they stand (i.e. the seismology candidate).
Other options are more promising. Lunar swirls, an enigmatic feature of the Moon that is not fully explained, are thought to be correlated with lunar crustal magnetic fields. Teams from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Ames Research Centre, University of California (UC) Berkeley, and UC Santa Cruz have produced a conceptual design for a CubeSat to investigate these features which achieves highly sensitive magnetic field strength measurements by flying a CubeSat on a shallow impact trajectory passing over a lunar swirl. 1) Investigations into the gravity field of the Moon, especially the mass concentrations (mascons) distributed throughout the crust, could possibly be met with a similar CubeSat design to that described in the last point. One potential method of mapping the mascon perturbations would be to operate two separate CubeSats, each with a ranging transmitter to measure Doppler shifts in frequency as the spacecraft move through the lumpy gravitation field, similar to NASA's GRAIL mission. 2) While GRAIL has already provided measurements of the global lunar gravitational field, higher resolution mapping of specific regions may still represent an opportunity for a microsatellite mission. Table 1 . Candidate subject/mission objectives.
Candidate Comments
Magnetosphere/Magnetic Swirls Medium data volume for impactors.
Magnetometer sensitivity vs. altitude.
Sensitivity to spacecraft magnetic field.
Surface Features
Visual imaging system. Resolution dependant on aperture and altitude.
Bandwidth and storage intensive. The Radio Quiet volume assessment mission is particularly interesting. The concept was discussed at the First Interplanetary CubeSat Workshop in 2012, 3) and involves sending a CubeSat to the far side of the Moon to establish the useful volume and quality of 'shadow' provided by the Moon for astrophysics observations that require an environment free from artificial and solar radio noise, particularly for studies into the redshifted 21 cm hydrogen line.
4) The significant challenge of this mission would be in providing a large dish to collect incident radio transmissions. The suggestion presented in the workshop was to use a solar sail for Earth escape and Lunar capture and implement the sail as a radio dish. The main objective of the mission would be to establish if an orbital implementation of a radio-quiet observatory presents distinct advantages over a lunar surface approach.
Perhaps a particularly affordable role that a CubeSat could play is in the qualification of new or existing Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components in an actual radiation environment encountered during transfer from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to cis-lunar space. By directly measuring the Total Ionising Dose (TID) on the way to the Moon, and the response of each component to this TID, the mission could serve as mechanism for moving these components from TRL 6 to TRL 7 in an affordable way. This sort of direct measurement could be especially advantageous for long duration, low thrust manoeuvres through the Van Allen belts. Component manufacturers may even be willing to subsidise the mission's cost to achieve this qualification. Space Micro has developed a space radiation dosimeter that can be manufactured in a 3U or 6U form factor that could potentially be used in such a mission. 5) Besides providing opportunities for good lunar science, all of the candidates presented in Table 1 share some common attributes. Firstly, they exhibit relatively low bandwidth requirements, which is advantageous to a microsatellite mission that would otherwise find high gain antenna integration and incorporation of a powerful transceiver challenging. Secondly, the mission operations concepts are generally speaking either short duration or likely to lend themselves to more autonomous operations which may be more suitable to a university-level mission.
Other candidate objectives are also possible to implement in a microsatellite design, albeit with a few more challenges. While traditionally the domain of larger spacecraft, microsat/CubeSat imagers are now commercially available. For example, GomSpace has designed a complete integrated camera system contained within a CubeSat 1U profile that can offer <80 m/pixel resolution from 650 km altitude.
6) However, with the lunar surface being mapped in increasingly finer detail (Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) etc), a clear mission utility for this sort of candidate is not immediately apparent. Perhaps public outreach and real-world engineering for university graduates is sufficient justification. Of course, one of the major issues with a visual imaging mission is the down linking of large data packets. This is manageable in LEO, where multi-megabit links are available even to microsatellites; however, at lunar distances the free space attenuation will be very high, ~211 dB for an S-Band link.
While coding schemes, frequency choice, etc. can marginally help the link attenuation, the only real solutions to this problem are a) use a larger, non-isotropic (parabolic) antenna on either one or both ends of the link, b) increase transceiver power, or c) drastically lower the data rate of the link. Once the data rate has reached a certain low threshold, the spacecraft will no longer be able to transmit all stored data within the available time-in-view of the ground station (GS), so this is not ideal for a visual imaging mission (noting that time-in-view is longer at lunar distances compared to LEO, cognisant of the chosen lunar orbit).
For spectroscopy studies, an obvious objective would be further studies of the Moon's water content. The LRO and other spacecraft have already detected the presence of water, but further detailed mapping of deposits is required if humans or robots are to one day extract them in support of their missions. An infra-red (IR) Spectrometer is one potential candidate for this type of science, as earlier missions to the Moon (e.g. Chandrayaan-1 7) ) successfully detected absorption lines in the IR region corresponding to water components. Thoth Technology, Inc. produces the microsat/CubeSat compatible Argus series of Infrared Spectrometers. 8) At the 2013 meeting of the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group, Hayne et al presented the 'Lunar Flashlight' 9) concept. This mission incorporates a 6U CubeSat, delivered to cis-lunar space by the Space Launch System (SLS), using an 8m solar sail to insert into a lunar polar orbit.
Once on station, the solar sail is used as a mirror to reflect sunlight into craters that are normally permanently in shadow (representing the highest probability of containing ices). A 4 band IR spectrometer of approximately 2U size then measures the reflected sunlight for signatures of different ices, including H 2 O. This mission is a unique application of a microsatellite which would provide scientific insight on a region of the Moon yet to be investigated by larger missions.
Propulsion/Orbit Transfer
Unless a decision is made to launch the mission as a secondary payload on a launch vehicle that can directly insert a satellite into lunar orbit (e.g. the SLS), a mission to the Moon will require some form of onboard propulsion for the spacecraft. The current state-of-the-art in spacecraft propulsion is diverse, ranging from TRLs of 9 down to 1. When applied to microsatellite designs, some mature technologies in large spacecraft become more experimental or simply nonsensical due to spacecraft dry mass fractions. Table 2 provides a list of propulsion methods which are at least at a level of development that could see them introduced into an operational spacecraft within the next 5 years. When assessing each of these candidates, it is important to keep in mind the proposed means of transfer to the operational orbit. As a starting point, it has been assumed that the spacecraft is inserted into either a Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) or a Geostationary Orbit (GEO) as a secondary payload, from where a low energy or low thrust transfer burn is used until it can be captured by the lunar gravitational field.
The simplest propulsion available for a microsatellite mission is a cold-gas system; these are readily available in a range of thruster sizes, including microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) CubeSat versions. Many versions have flight heritage on microsatellite designs, they are reasonably low power, and the thrusters are low mass (although propellant tanks and other hardware add additional mass to the subsystem). Unfortunately, while these characteristics may make them suitable for station-keeping and small manoeuvres in LEO, their inherently low total ΔV make them unsuitable for a transfer manoeuvre from GTO/GEO to lunar orbit.
Another choice for their relatively simple design are mono-propellant systems. Again, they are available in many configurations, use relatively low power (1-4 W), and have very good heritage in small/microsatellite designs, although this does not yet extend far into CubeSat designs. However, this is changing, with more companies developing completely integrated mono-propulsion systems into standard CubeSat dimensions, including propellant tank, transducers, thrusters and valves. For example, the CubeSat Hydrazine Adaptable Monopropellant Propulsion System (CHAMPS) offers a complete hydrazine system in a 1U design, including a 4 thruster array for 3-axis attitude control and single-axis propulsion. With approximately 360 g of propellant, it can provide up to 300 m/s ΔV for a 3 kg spacecraft, including CHAMPS mass. 19) While this is insufficient for a transfer manoeuvre from GTO/GEO to lunar, it may be a potential propulsion solution for a mission where the spacecraft is directly inserted into lunar orbit (for example, by the SLS or a solid rocket kick stage).
Another chemical propulsion alternative is a bi-propellant system. These systems offer higher I sp values and higher thrust, with the trade-off being more complex system design and hardware mass. Two separate tanks will be required for both propellants, along with extra valves, plumbing, pressurant systems etc. All of these combine to mitigate the improved I sp available from bi-propellant systems. While this may be acceptable on large spacecraft, in small spacecraft, the volumetric constraints become as important as those of mass and power and the hardware dry mass fraction of the bipropellant solution quickly overwhelms any I sp advantage.
This problem is compounded by the fact that both mono and bipropellant systems utilize inherently unstable, highly volatile chemicals as their reaction mass. A primary payload designer can address this through appropriate risk management processes, but for a secondary payload the situation is different, since most launch providers specifically prohibit secondary payloads with volatiles on-board.
In spacecraft design, focus is always on mass and power, but as the overall size decreases, a third parameter, volume, assumes greater significance. Figure 1 shows for the example of an arbitrary 1000 m/s V provided by four different propulsion systems, the proportion of the total volume of the spacecraft consumed by the propellant. Data for a cold gas system has not been shown, as it requires many times the volume of the total spacecraft if the gas is stored and not generated. Mass and size data were obtained for the Hodoyoshi 20) and TUBSat 21) micro-satellites and nano-satellites from 1U to 24U to enable calculation of the different propellant mass to total mass and volume fractions shown in the figure. In calculating the propellant volume, room temperature was assumed, since this is the normal design target for propellant storage. The important message is that as we move away from the very dense packing factors of the CubeSat form factor, the platforms tend to have proportionally more free volume available to accommodate propellant. While the vacuum arc technology only has a relatively low Isp and produces very low thrusts, it has the big advantage of using very dense (solid) metallic propellants (aluminium has been considered here). Similarly, the ambipolar thruster could use solid iodine as a propellant. The total, external satellite surface area (which is potentially available for power generation), is also indicated. The HYDROS TM propulsion system from Tethers Unlimited 18) uses water electrolysis to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, thus producing a bi-propellant from which 1N of thrust is typically available at an I sp of 300 s. Similar to the monopropellant CHAMPS system, HYDROS TM is offered in a 1U configuration. ΔV can be increased by storing additional water. Maximum power is ~10 W. TRL 5 is expected in 2015. The concept eliminates the launch constraints of mono and bipropellant systems and it provides an indication of new propulsion technologies that are becoming available to the microsatellite community.
The next alternative to consider is solar sailing. The obvious advantage of a solar sail is that the spacecraft does not need to carry any reaction mass, and hence theoretically has no limit on the ΔV achievable. Accompanying this advantage are a number of significant disadvantages. Firstly, thrust is very low, so the transfer to lunar orbit from GTO/GEO will take many months. Noting that a low cost mission utilises components that may not be substantially radiation hardened, a transfer of this duration may not be feasible. Secondly, the sail itself needs to be quite large in order to provide a useable level of thrust and thus its stowage for launch challenges the volumetric constraints of very small spacecraft. Stowage means deployment is required post-launch and accommodating complex deployment mechanisms in small spacecraft can be difficult.
Nevertheless, as discussed for the 'Lunar Flashlight' mission concept, the use of a solar sail for lunar exploration is gaining interest. There is even a degree of heritage for the use of solar sails on CubeSats. For example, the NanoSail-D2 mission, 16, 22) launched in 2010, successfully demonstrated de-orbit of a 3U CubeSat using a 10 m² solar sail, which consumed 2U of the 3U available. Another concept that is currently undergoing development is the 'LunarSail 15) ', which is attempting to sail a CubeSat to the Moon using a solar. The Japanese IKAROS mission has already demonstrated the feasibility of using a solar sail to fly past Venus, proving that a lunar sail is a realistic option. As a mitigation strategy for the radiation risk, it may be more appropriate for a solar sail mission to launch as a secondary payload on a mission that will allow its release in GEO instead of GTO. While launch opportunities will be less frequent, starting the transfer from GEO will shorten the transfer time and, most importantly, it will significantly reduce radiation exposure for the onboard components by avoiding the regular dips through the Van Allen radiation belts.
Finally, the remaining method to be considered is electric propulsion. This can take many forms, including electrothermal, electrostatic and electromagnetic systems. Aside from their very low thrusts, the performance of these devices does not always scale well from a single, optimum design point and they can require considerable ancillary equipment. This means that best use of them cannot always be made in a long-trajectory mission in which power availability and thrust requirements change significantly. A number of different technologies have been surveyed. The Miniature Xenon Ion (MiXI) thruster developed by JPL. 23) offers performances similar to larger ion thrusters, but in a much smaller configuration. Using launch-safe, inert Xenon, it can produce between 0.5-3 mN of thrust and Isp values of around 3000s. The 3 cm diameter thruster is suitable for a 50 kg microsatellite, while proposals for its use in CubeSats exist. Despite its lack of heritage in an operational environment and high power requirements (13-100 W), it is under consideration as the main propulsion device for several lunar mission ideas, including UCLA's 'LuMi' CubeSat investigation, which uses multiple deployable solar panels to provide 92 W orbit average power for use by the MiXI propulsion system. 24) While Hall-effect thrusters (such as used on the SMART-1 spacecraft) have flight heritage, their power requirements are prohibitive (minimum of ~500 W 25 ). However, recent developments into a new type of Hall-effect thruster show
new potential. The Cylindrical Hall-effect thruster 26) (CHT) can operate at around 50-100 W, producing a significant 2.5-12 mN of thrust in a 7 cm x 7 cm package. This may be a suitable candidate for use on a 'Hodoyoshi' class spacecraft (around 50kg), but may not be feasible on a CubeSat design.
Colloid/Electrospray thruster systems lend themselves to miniaturisation, since the individual droplets that form the spray are easily stored under little or no pressure and the thrusters themselves can be on the MEMS scale of construction. Individual thrusters produce very low thrust, but can be manufactured in arrays to multiply their effect. Currently, the technology is limited to the laboratory on the microsatellite scale, but results are promising and they may be useable in the next 5-10 years. 27) Their major challenge will be competing with MiXI systems' power consumption.
The cubesat ambipolar thruster 28) is a further promising technology which could address the volumetric issues highlighted in Figure 1 , if the claimed potential use of iodine as a propellant can be achieved. It is expected to have an Isp around 1000 s, 1 mN of thrust for ~50 W in a 1U package.
Each of the propulsion candidates discussed above will have its own unique impact on the mission concept, especially when it comes to transfer and final orbit. Some of the candidate mission objectives are not very sensitive to the final orbit achieved around the Moon, whereas others are very dependent on a precise orbit for mission success. Transfer to cis-lunar space can include Hohmann transfer approximations, low energy, or low thrust. Biesbroek and Janin provide an excellent short summary of some of the methods available for a spacecraft to transfer from LEO and GTO. 29) A direct Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI) is the classical approach to achieving a lunar orbit. This approximately Hohmann transfer commences with a large burn from LEO to raise apogee near the Moon's orbit around the earth, before another burn near apogee allows for capture by the Moonwith a total ΔV of around 3.9 km/s. A first-order calculation using the classical, Earth centred Hohmann equations for coplanar transfers between circular orbits with start and final altitudes of 300 km and 384,300 km demonstrates this. If a T is the transfer semi-major axis, a L is the lower orbit semi-major axis, and a H is the higher orbit semi-major axis, the ΔV for the first burn onto the elliptical transfer orbit is:
where μ is the Earth's gravitational parameter. The second circularising burn requires a velocity change of: thereby giving a total V of 3.936 km/s.
Because the thrust needs to be applied in only a few impulses, this sort of transfer is completely unfeasible for this mission, unless a solid rocket motor or similar can be used for the TLI. Incorporating this into a secondary payload profile is likely very difficult, if not impossible.
Many rideshare opportunities exist to GTO, and a short transfer is possible from here as well. However, to avoid large plane changes, a direct injection is only possible twice a year, when the Moon's orbital plane crosses the Earth's equatorial, when the GTO node is close to the Moon's orbit node.
An alternative is the bi-elliptic transfer to GTO. This strategy employs plane changes at low velocities (and large apogees) to allow for economical transfers at any time, provided the timing is planned to allow the Moon to be present at the appropriate location for when the spacecraft arrives (up to 1 month). The transfer itself can take up to 50 days to complete, and the nature of the burns means it is not suitable for very low thrust manoeuvres. Weak Stability Boundary (WSB) transfers are the next alternative. These are very efficient, requiring even less ΔV than either a Hohmann TLI or a bi-elliptic transfer. Instead of using the spacecraft's own propellant to perform the apogee raising burn, the energy is stolen from perturbations by another body such as the Sun's, which occur around the Lagrangian points in the Earth-Moon system. The Hiten mission was the first spacecraft to successfully use this phenomenon at the L1 Lagrangian point to achieve lunar orbit 30) and since then, other missions have used its efficiencies to reduce their own ΔV requirements and hence propellant mass. Again, since million-plus kilometre swing-bys are employed, the trade-off with this type of transfer is in transfer time (often many months). Biesbroek and Janin presented a candidate study for a 100 kg spacecraft using each of the above transfers and determined that:  The direct transfer would require 1270-1770 m/s, depending on the Moon's orbital node difference.  The bi-elliptic transfer would require 1380-1490 m/s and was also dependant on the launch date.  The WSB transfer would require 1130-1340 m/s with a total transfer time of 105 days. For low thrust spacecraft, a different approach is undertaken. ESA's SMART-1 spacecraft used its ion thrusters to slowly spiral up from GTO to lunar orbit, eventually taking advantage of lunar resonance perturbations on its orbit to become a satellite of the Moon. 31) This entire transfer used only 59 kg of propellant for a total ΔV of 3500 m/s, although the transfer time was much longer (13.5 months, including 100 days in the Van Allen radiation belts 32) ). Edelbaum's equation is used for first-order calculations of low thrust ΔV requirements for orbital manoeuvres:
where V c1 is the circular velocity of the lower orbit, V c2 is the circular velocity of the higher orbit and ∆α is the required plane change angle. Using the circular velocities for LEO of 300 km and lunar orbit of 384,400 km and α=23.44°, a V of 6.943 km/s is obtained. This significantly higher ΔV than that required for a Hohmann transfer may be offset by selecting a high efficiency low thrust propulsion technology such as ion engines.
Investigations into small satellite implementations of low thrust transfers have indicated that there are trajectories with even lower ΔV requirements at the expense of longer transfers. For example, the University of Strathclyde suggests that a
CubeSat design could exploit orbit perturbations and resonances to achieve a complex 1023 day transfer to cis-lunar space at a cost of only 2213 m/s ΔV from GTO.
33)
Further investigations will be required to determine the ΔV cost for inclination changes for different Moon orbits (e.g. polar vs. equatorial orbits) and whether these inclinations can be reached directly as part of the transfer or whether they must be conducted once in lunar orbit. If long term, low propellant requirements are demanded on the final orbit, then the only feasible choices are one of the few Frozen Orbits that have been discovered around the Moon. Due to the presence of strong mass concentrations in the lunar crust, it is only in these few orbits that spacecraft can orbit long term with little station keeping manoeuvres. Additionally, achieving one of these frozen orbits may not be possible directly during the transfer -hence the plane change required to achieve them may be unavoidable and significant.
Command, Control and Communications.
This section examines the advantages and disadvantages of different communications subsystems available to microsatellite missions now and in the next 5 to 10 years. The analysis considers two types of communication links: a low bitrate emergency/polling link for communication with the spacecraft when abnormal conditions prevent it from communicating on the main link, and a high bitrate link for normal communications and scientific data transfer.
The reasoning for this dual communications strategy is that some of the main link antenna candidates are particularly directional -that is, they have a narrow beamwidth in which to communicate with the ground station. Narrow beamwidths require accurate pointing of the spacecraft, which may not be available in an emergency situation. Additionally, other anomalous conditions, such as low output from solar panels, may prevent the spacecraft from driving a high power transmitter (i.e. it requires a minimum input), which would render the spacecraft silent without an emergency link.
For both types of communications links, different solutions have been investigated. For the emergency link, an ultra-high frequency (UHF) and an S-Band carrier are considered, while S-band, X-band, Ka-band and an optical carrier are considered for the main link. Up-and downlink budgets were modelled for each candidate, with a minimum elevation angle of 5° assumed for the slant range calculation. Larger elevation angles would improve the link budget conditions, but limit time-in-view for data transfer and communications. Typical signal to noise ratio variables and other parameters such as coding methodology were adjusted to determine the actual data rate that the link would support. Gain was calculated using the following standard formula with aperture efficiencies between 0.55 and 0.7 applied.
Emergency/polling link alternatives.
Amateur UHF bands have been the go-to solution for communications with CubeSats and other small university derived spacecraft. They are easy to implement, have limited regulations to abide by, and are quite affordable. In the traditional CubeSat setting of LEO, UHF communications are capable of providing data transfers in the kilobit range. However, the situation is much more challenging from lunar orbit, primarily because of Free Space Path Loss (FSPL). The FSPL for a signal travelling from the Moon to the Earth can be characterised, in dB, by the following equation:
where d is the Earth-Moon distance and λ is the wavelength of the carrier. For a UHF frequency at a typical amateur band of 440 MHz, with wavelength λ equal to 0.681 m, the FSPL over 384,000 km equates to approximately 197 dB.
In a 400 km LEO orbit the FSPL is only 138 dB; this 59 dB difference in power means that the signal arriving from lunar distance is 923,521 times fainter than a signal from LEO. Hence, UHF is unsuitable for all but the simplest scientific data returns, but could still be useful for an emergency polling link whereby only limited error codes or similar need to be returned to Earth. Also, the omni-directional nature of this link could be useful in polling either the spacecraft from the ground, or vice-versa, to signal that the main link is ready to transmit or receive data.
The emergency/polling downlink over a UHF carrier is perhaps the most challenging of all the links. Table 3 displays the model results for a number of scenarios, generally with very low data rates. Cases 1 and 2 achieve 40 bps (bits per second); however, neither is ideal. Case 1 requires 10 W onboard transmit power, which would equate to around 30 W input power if a typical transmitter efficiency of 35% is assumed. While this may be possible during nominal operations, the spacecraft may be tumbling uncontrollably during contingency situations and not exposing the solar panels to sunlight optimally. Case 2 requires only 0.5 W of spacecraft TX power, if an impractically large 10m parabolic UHF ground antenna with a gain of around 31d Bi can be obtained. In Case 3, a 20 bps data rate is achieved with 2 W TX power and a 3m parabolic UHF ground antenna with 20 dBi gain. While 20 bps is undoubtedly slow, it should be sufficient to transmit error codes or status messages. Case 4 demonstrates a 40 bps data rate link using the higher capacity S-band carrier with an S-band patch antenna which is compatible with both a CubeSat and a Hodoyoshi design. 34) In this case, a very reasonable 0.5 W spacecraft TX power and a readily available 5m ground antenna are needed. Case 5 investigates how to achieve a significant increase in data rate: 300 bps could be obtained with the spacecraft transmitting at 2 W to a 13 m GS antenna. In order to be conservative, it was assumed that the link was at 60° off-centre, where the gain is only 0 dBi, compared with 7 dBi along the antenna boresight. While 13m dishes are available, they come at a cost. For example, Dongara in Western Australia 35) charges on a pay-per-pass basis 36) -hence it might be useful for main mission data downlink, but could be an expensive option when trying to rescue a spacecraft when it is offline and not returning data of any scientific value.
The link from the ground station up to the spacecraft over UHF is more forgiving. If the same ground station antenna sizes as for the downlink are considered, then the highest reasonable uplink is around 500 bps-1 kbps using a 100 W ground station TX and a 3 m parabolic antenna. The rates for both uplink and downlink were modelled using conservative figures for line losses, antenna/receiver noise etc, so in practice data rates should be higher. In any case, 500 bps-1 kbps is sufficient to upload useful data packets. For example, new flight software could be uploaded that corrects the errors that caused the anomaly which forced the spacecraft to communicate over the emergency link in the first place.
The data rate for the S-band emergency/polling uplink may be up to 100 kbps using a 13 m dish with the spacecraft pointing 60° off centre of the GS. Alternatively, 4 kbps is possible with near optimal patch antenna gain using a 5 m GS transmitting at 100 W, which should be sufficient for this type of link. Variations in-between these extremes are available. An added advantage of using S-band as the emergency link is that, should S-band also be an appropriate carrier for the main link, both links could use the same spacecraft antenna hardware. The disadvantage of this approach is the antenna would now represent a single-point-of-failure.
Main link alternatives.
The important science data is transferred to Earth via the main link, so it must be compatible with the expected volume of mission data. A 1 kbps link is of limited use to a high resolution mapping mission; similarly, a multi-megabit link is unnecessary for a mission investigating radiation tolerance of its onboard components and total radiation dose via a dosimeter. Table 4 captures some of the main results of our investigations.
For an S-band carrier, two alternate spacecraft antennas were investigated: the same S-band patch antenna used in the emergency link analysis for Cases 1 and 2 and an S-band Medium Gain Antenna (MGA) that was proposed for the European Student Moon Orbiter for Case 3. This antenna had a best case gain of 8.5 dBi and was designed to be coupled with a 10 W spacecraft TX. 37) This style of antenna would be suitable for a Hodoyoshi class mission.
In Case 1, the S-band patch antenna is analysed with 0 dB gain and ±60° Field of View (FOV) and a 1 3m GS antenna to close a 1.5 kbps downlink. This data rate is useable for some science missions, and the GS antenna aperture is readily obtainable, but the spacecraft likely must provide ~30 W, which may well restrict simultaneous operation of the payload instruments. The second scenario with this patch antenna results in 700 bps, by using a larger 24 m GS but only 5 W TX power; this has been modelled with a conservative ±80° FOV where antenna gain drops to -6 dBi. For Case 3, the S-Band MGA, 6 kbps downlink from the Moon is possible with 10 W spacecraft TX power and a 24 m antenna (located in Munich for ESMO), with 6 dB margin.
The uplink using S-band allows substantially more bandwidth, with even the patch antenna supporting 50 kb/s from the 24 m GS at 1 kW TX out, with ±80° FOV. The downlink budget for an X-Band carrier, operating at around 8.4 GHz (7.2GHz for uplink), was modelled considering the CubeSat compatible patch antennas of JPL's Iris transponder platform intended for the Interplanetary Nano Spacecraft Pathfinder In a Relevant Environment (INSPIRE) mission. 38) Our analysis (Case 4) of the 1.5 million km link for INSPIRE shows that 1kbps with 5 W TX power and the use of the 70 m Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas is possible. Although the Block V DSN receivers can have a system noise of only 12.9 K in S-band, 39) we have used 16 K here for extra margin. It is also worth noting that the 0 dBi gain of these patch antennas is at ±80° FOV, which is very attractive from a spacecraft pointing perspective.
Case 5 presents a respectable downlink rate of 10 kbps, in which the Iris system is used at lunar distance with only 1 W TX power and the smaller 34 m DSN antenna. Case 6 gives a further X Band permutation with the 34m GS antenna: increasing the TX power to 7 W would result in a 100 kbps downlink, 67 times that with the S-band patch antenna, for less spacecraft TX power (but a larger ground antenna).
It must be noted that the DSN network is always in very high demand and requires a small team to constantly ensure the network is not over-subscribed. 40) While the DSN does have some capacity for Multi-Spacecraft Per Antenna (MSPA), 41) it is questionable whether the network will be able to service a small university project. Therefore, using a GS antenna with more traditional efficiencies and noise temperatures (such as Dongara) is worth investigating. For reference, a 13 m GS with 60% efficiency and 27 K system noise will support 1 kbps with a 7 W spacecraft TX out.
The downlinks at Ka-Band were modelled assuming a 34 GHz carrier and a parabolic directional antenna. Large reflector antennas have traditionally been limited to larger spacecraft, but the significant gain from these types of antennas has driven research into how they can be incorporated onto microsatellites or even CubeSats. For this analysis, the authors have examined the Ka-Band deployable antenna under development at JPL. It is likely the design will be validated around 2016.
42) It stows into 1.5U and has 42 dBi of peak gain with a diameter of 0.5 m (50% efficiency).
Case 7 reports our calculation of the data rate with this antenna from lunar distance to a 34 m DSN GS (note that due to higher sensitivity to surface distortions, the DSN dishes are not as efficient at Ka-Band compared to X-Band; the 70 m dishes do not support Ka-Bands at all). Case 8 examines the link from lunar orbit in which the spacecraft TX power is reduced to <0.5 W and the 18 m dish at White Sands, New Mexico is used to avoid reliance on the DSN. Both these examples show data rates in the millions of bits per second range, a tremendous increase compared with S-and X-Band. The link budgets include additional losses to account for pointing errors. Even so, a 0.5 m parabolic dish antenna on the spacecraft equates to a beamwidth of only 1.24°, so pointing will still be a driving requirement for this type of link. Furthermore, at these frequencies, atmospheric attenuation, particularly from rain, becomes a significant, so the mission concept should be flexible enough to cope with reduced bandwidth during times of inclement weather. Finally, a deployable mechanism such as the one used in the JPL design introduces additional risk.
The most challenging part of a Ka band link will be providing sufficiently accurate data to the GS on the spacecraft's position to enable its precise pointing. To that end, along with accurate, three-axis stabilization for pointing of the Ka-Band dish, the spacecraft will need to be able to determine its attitude and orbital ephemeris (perhaps using the GS for Doppler ranging etc) with very high confidence.
Finally, we examine communications over an optical, rather than Radio Frequency (RF), carrier. Typically, the carrier is a laser operating in the Near Infra-Red part of the electromagnetic spectrum at around 200 THz (wavelength around 1500 nm). This is about 6,000 times higher in frequency than a Ka-Band carrier; hence, the potential for higher data rates is great. The techniques to manipulate this part of the electromagnetic spectrum are quite different to those for RF: optical lenses are used instead of parabolic antennas to shape a beam and different coding schemes to imprint data onto the carrier.
Other issues that were less of a constraint in the RF spectrum become critical at optical wavelengths. Consider the beamwidth of a 1550 nm laser beam being emitted from an optical telescope with a 10cm aperture, such as that used on the Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration 43) (LLCD) that was part of the payload of the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) -13.2 micro-radians, or around 0.00075°. While the pointing requirements of a 1.24° Ka-Band carrier are challenging, they need to be near-perfect for an optical carrier. Another potential candidate is a design similar to that from the Lincoln Laboratory for a mission to the Moon which satisfies the Google Lunar X-Prize 44) requirements: land a rover on the Moon, take video, traverse a short distance, take more video, and transmit it back to Earth. The transmit power for both the LLCD and X-Prize designs are very low compared to the RF carriers, around 0.5 W. The LLCD on LADEE was able to downlink data at up to 600-622 Mbps. For the X-Prize, a rate of 2 Mbps is expected with a 3.5mm transmitter aperture, 300 mW of TX power, and a 1.5 m GS. Different scenarios/link variables offer different trades.
One of the more interesting conclusions to draw is that channel capacity using an optical system is not many orders of magnitude higher than that of the Ka-Band alternative. This is partly due to the apertures involved -the Ka-Band system requires a 34 m parabolic GS and a 0.5 m spacecraft antenna to downlink at 140 Mbps, whereas LLCD can downlink at ~600 Mbps using only a 10 cm spacecraft aperture and 40cm GS. In the future, this should mean that smaller establishments can own or operate their own high data rate optical GS's, but at the moment these facilities are rather limited.
Finally, it is prudent to mention that all of the previous communications analysis has assumed that the micro-spacecraft must communicate with Earth unassisted. However, the future may bring opportunities for relaying data via other existing lunar satellites. This would dramatically improve the link budget by reducing FSPL. Even if this is not considered practical for primary communication, thought should be given to leveraging other assets in lunar orbit for emergency communications during mission abnormalities.
Conclusion.
This paper has demonstrated that all of the required technology for sending a microsatellite or CubeSat to the Moon is available today. The question is: should one choose a Hodoyoshi-or a CubeSat-sized spacecraft? To answer this, the relative merits of both concepts must be compared in the specific context of the mission. Traditionally, such a comparison would contain elements from Table 5 . However, it is important to realise that this pros and cons list is not static, it is constantly evolving. Therefore, in deciding between the two platforms, timing is critical. While a mission launched today might find it challenging to downlink high resolution video from the Moon using a CubeSat platform, for a mission launched in 10 years' time it might be a very different proposition. This paper has described one particular solution taken to solve the low data rates typical of CubeSats -a deployable antenna. This technology could be commonplace in a decade.
So, from a technical attainability point of view, a Hodoyoshi class mission would be attainable today, if one had the budget. On the other hand, the project could perhaps attain the same goals of powering a 5 W and 10 W payload at lunar orbit by waiting a few years for technical validation of some upcoming CubeSat developments, at a significantly lower cost. While the technology might be available today on the Hodoyoshi platform, the likely longer development, design and test and verification of this class of mission might negate the present advantage.
It is important to note that waiting need not equate to inaction. Significant mission goal refinement, platform development, capability build-up and so on could be undertaken in parallel to the technology maturation.
In terms of propulsion technology, there is a distinct ΔV cost in choosing to use low thrust propulsion from LEO to the Moon (~75% higher ΔV than high thrust). However, the penalty difference is much lower from GEO (~35.7% higher ΔV than high thrust). When considered in conjunction with the propellant mass savings of low thrust electric propulsion, starting from GEO (or perhaps GTO) clearly makes electric propulsion an attractive choice.
In summary, based on the scope of the study so far, the following mission design choices are recommended:  Aim for launch no earlier than 6 years' time.  Structure the mission around 1 to 2 science objectives.  Base the hardware around a 3-6U CubeSat platform, with extensive aluminium shielding.  Determine the payload downlink communications requirements. If high (Mbps), use deployable solar panels and a deployable high gain antenna. If low (kbps), use body mounted solar arrays and X-band patch antennas on each end of the spacecraft.  Aim to rideshare with a primary payload to GEO or GTO.  Harness low-thrust propulsion to manoeuvre from GEO/GTO to lunar orbit in a spiral transfer, in particular with highly dense propellants. If analysis indicates that radiation exposure is too high, retain a smaller low-thrust propulsion system and investigate the feasibility of using a solid rocket motor for a high thrust transfer to lunar orbit. This concept is still very immature in the CubeSat application, but not non-existent (see, for example, Zondervan et al. 45)  Keep on-orbit activities to no more than a few months.
The following elements of the design need to be investigated further:  Determining the two payloads to be supported by the spacecraft bus. Conduct trade studies on: o Types of payloads vs. their cost o Cost vs. science return o Payload mass vs. starting altitude (heavier payloads may mean LEO is simply not feasible)  Characterisation of the chosen payload's inherent Total Radiation Dose (TRD) tolerance. More sensitive payloads will require more thrusters to reduce the transfer time. If electrospray/electrostatic propulsion is used, this will require more power, impacting the sizing of the solar arrays. Alternatively, a solid rocket motor for the transfer would significantly increase cost and mission risk. Radiation is a significant factor contributing to the recommendation to start the transfer from GEO. While cosmic radiation is still an issue, the significant radiation encountered in the Van Allen belts is avoided during the slow spiral transfer. For this reason, GEO is more attractive than GTO for a low thrust transfer mission, but there will be fewer ride-share opportunities.  Once the communication downlink requirements are known, investigate how downlink scheduling will integrate with these requirements, since 24/7 communication will not be possible with a spacecraft passing behind the Moon. Concurrent to this, investigate various GS dish lease availabilities. A 15 hour window for receiving from the Moon is all well and good, but the DSN will not be available for anywhere near that duration. Also, consider lease times when determining the spacecraft thrust levels, as lower thrusts will mean a longer transfer time, and thus more 'pay-per-pass' costs unless the spacecraft can thrust autonomously for extended periods.  Once communications downlinks have been defined, determine the level of accuracy required of the Attitude Determination and Control System. If using Ka-Band or Optical links, this investigation may force some reconsideration of the merits of these links, since they have tight pointing requirements. It may be possible to use low thrust propulsion for attitude control as well, which may be able to meet the required accuracy.  Conduct typical spacecraft subsystem trades, such as:
o Thermal Design -current Solid State Power Amplifiers are quite low in efficiency (~25%) at X and Ka-Band, so these generate significant waste heat. o Computing and data storage -especially important for the communications strategy. o Guidance and Navigation -particularly important when GPS signals are currently only useable out to around the 1st Lagrange Point (L1).
46) The Iris platform described earlier is designed to enable accurate CubeSat navigation in deep space by way of Doppler ranging. NASA's JPL has produced an excellent presentation 47) discussing the practicalities of sending CubeSats to Mars. It is equally applicable to lunar missions. It summarises the current status of CubeSats, the challenges involved in a mission to Mars and possible solutions in the CubeSat space to meet these challenges. It provides a comprehensive chart that maps out all of the major spacecraft subsystems and colour-codes each to show present CubeSat capabilities, those which are <2 years away, <5 years away, and finally >5 years away. Even a cursory glance at this chart shows how the capabilities of small satellites are increasing dramatically by the year.
We have focussed on technical attainability. Access to launch and adequate financial resources will always remain key factors in mission attainability.
Finally, it is worth noting that studies into these kinds of mission focus almost exclusively on the technological aspects. The importance of acquiring good systems engineering practices and implementing them in a manner appropriate to the university or small institutional environment cannot be underestimated. Just as with large space programmes, the human-technology-management aspect is an equal, if not dominant, determinant of mission success or failure.
